# TIU General Education Requirements

## Morton College Equivalencies

### FOUNDATIONS OF CHRISTIAN THINKING & LIVING
- IDS 110 Foundations of Christian Thinking & Living
- IDS 499x Integrative Thought Capstone
- BI 101 Understanding the Old Testament
- BI 111 Understanding the New Testament
- BI 201 Biblical Interpretation

### FOUNDATIONS OF LIFELONG LEARNING

#### Communication Skills
- ENG 111 Critical Thinking & Writing
  - ENG 102 - Rhetoric II
  - Also fulfilled by any course with IAI course code: C1901R

#### Arts & Humanities
- PH 160 Introduction to Philosophy
  - PH 201 - Philosophy
  - Also fulfilled by any course with IAI course code: H4900

#### Literature, choose 1
- ENG 220 Studies in Poetry
- ENG 222 Studies in Fiction
- ENG 224 Studies in Drama

#### Fine Arts, choose 1
- ART 211 Art Appreciation
  - ART 126 - Art Appreciation

#### Mathematics, choose 1
- MAT 124 - Finite Mathematics
- MAT 125 - College Algebra
- MAT 127 - College Trigonometry
- MA 116 Finite Mathematics
- MA 120 College Algebra & Trigonometry
- MA 121 Calculus & Analytical Geometry I
- MA/BIO/PSY/SOC 285X Statistics
- MA 117 Mathematics in the Modern World

#### Quantitative & Analytical Reasoning
- BIO 103 Introductory Biology
  - BIO 103 Introduction to Biology
- BIO 105 Environmental Biology
- BIO 111 General Biology
- BIO 112 Biology: The Plant & Animal Kingdoms
- BIO 140 Survey of Anatomy & Physiology

#### Physical Science, choose 1
- CH 101 Contemporary Chemistry
- CH 102 Introduction to Chemistry
- CH 111 General Chemistry I
- CH 112 General Chemistry II
- HP/WHS 210X Biomechanics
- HP/WHS 95X Measurement, Research, Stats, & Tech
- PHY 111 General Physics I
- PHY 112 General Physics II
- PS 101 Earth Science
- PS 110 Introduction to the Physical World

#### Mathematics, choose 2
- MA 110 - College Trigonometry
- MA 117 Finite Mathematics
- MAT 124 - Finite Mathematics
- MAT 125 - College Algebra
- MAT 127 - College Trigonometry
- MA 116 Finite Mathematics
- MA 120 College Algebra & Trigonometry
- MA 121 Calculus & Analytical Geometry I
- MA/BIO/PSY/SOC 285X Statistics
- MA 117 Mathematics in the Modern World

### FOUNDATIONS OF CULTURAL & GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE

#### Historical & Cultural Contexts, choose 1
- HI 201 World Civilizations I
- HI 202 World Civilizations II

#### Economic, Social, & Political Structures, choose 1
- BUS 103 Introduction to Economics
- BUS 208 Microeconomics
- GEO 100 World Geography
- POL 111 Introduction to Political Science
- POL 250 American Government
- POL 361 International Relations
- SOC 101 Introduction to Sociology
- SOC 222 Social Problems

### Religious & Ethnic Diversity, choose 1
- IDS 103 Cross Cultural Contexts
- BRS/PH 361X Survey of Religious Diversity
- COM 330 Intercultural Communication
- MUS 211 Survey of World Music
- SOC 330 Race & Ethnic Relations

### Foreign Language Competency
- 2 years of foreign language in high school at grade C or higher, or 2 semesters of foreign language at the collegiate level, not including American Sign Language (ASL).

### FOUNDATIONS OF PERSONAL GROWTH, HEALTH, & WELLNESS

#### Physical Education
- HPW 180 Intro to Health & Wellness
- HP/WHS 202X Nutrition

### Additional Requirements

* Applicable to new transfer students only.
** Applicable to Education majors only.
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